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Walter Peirce was interviewed by the Surviving Generations of the Holocaust on July 14, 1995, 
at a reunion in Seattle 50 years after the liberation of Dachau. 

SUMMARY: Walter Peirce joined the Massachusetts National Guard, 110th Cavalry, shortly 
after his 18th birthday in January 1928 because he enjoyed horseback riding and the cavalry had 
paths to ride on and a horse he had to care for; in 1940, the “government saw fit to turn our 
horses into sausage or something or other” and the unit was made artillery of the Yankee 
Division, 26th Division; Peirce describes learning to be an artillery communications chief and the 
unit’s maneuvers in the Carolinas, before parts of the division were called into federal service in 
January 1941 and “we went overseas as Task Force 6814”; being organized into the American 
Division in the Pacific, fighting at Guadalcanal, being shipped home after a serious illness and 
reassignment to the Rainbow Division as sergeant major of the 542nd Field Artillery, which was 
sent to Europe in January 1944 or ’45; the unit’s “Pneumonia Knob” camp, combat at Jebsheim 
and toward Munich; arriving at Dachau to see “the very horrible situation” with many dead in 
boxcars, cadavers “stacked up in the area of the crematory,” and the “machinery of things that 
they used to slide the bodies into the crematory”; getting word to the first sergeants to try to get 
“as many people as possible … to bear witness to what had occurred”; distributing “what little C-
rations we could scrape up” to the camp prisoners in the half hour the soldiers were at Dachau; 
and notable encounters with a French prisoner who looked like de Gaulle and a Dutch mail 
carrier who had been put in a labor unit, escaped, stole a bicycle and “was pedaling his way and 
… bound he was going to get back and deliver the mail.”  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